
Code, Create & Celebrate Space!
A Scratch Workshop for Science Literacy Week 2018

Ages:
7-12

Time Estimate:
120 minutes

Learning Objectives:
• Familiarity with Scratch

• Familiarity with basic programming 

concepts of sequencing and loops

Materials:
• Computer

• Scratch account

• Projector & screen

• Book To Burp or Not to Burp on hand for 

children to look at

Sample Project:
http://bit.ly/BurpNoBurp

Video Step-By-Step
https://youtu.be/vboWxdXFZwQ

Note: blocks in video are in French - count 

position of block in category list.

Overview

Setup

Create Scratch accounts. If 
possible, do this prior to the session 
starting or work without one. 
Projects can be downloaded and 
saved to a USB key or emailed.

Guided Learning

Short sections of explaining then 
coding:
• The instructor builds the example from a 

blank project with input from the participants. 
This illustrates that the project can be done 
without any prior preparation, encourages 
collaboration, and allows the children 
to observe the instructor navigating the 
Scratch environment, making mistakes, and 
debugging.

• The facilitator demonstrates one or two basic 
concepts (5 mins) then the participants work 
on creating and customizing their own project 
by applying what they have just learned (5-10 
mins).

Unleashing Creativity

The participants continue working 
on their projects with help from 
their peers and instructor, building 
on what they have learned during 
the lesson.
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http://bit.ly/BurpNoBurp
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SCIENCE FACT Burping In Space

Facilitator talks about the project of  David Saint-Jacques and the ISS.

For many years, Saint-Jacques has been learning about how things are different in 

space to prepare him for his mission.

What is a burp? 

A burp is air or gas that wants to get out. The gas can come from digesting certain 

foods or from swallowing a lot of air if you eat too fast.

What happens on Earth when you burp? 

On Earth, gravity keeps food at the bottom of the stomach and air on top. When 

there’s too much air, the little gate between your stomach and your mouth opens 

and out goes the air.

What happens in space when you burp? 

Air and food mix in your stomach. So when you burp, you don’t know what’s going 

to come out - air or food!

“All of the amazing things we know about the way our bodies work come from living 

in a world with gravity - that incredible force that keeps our feet on the ground and 

everything else from flying off into space. But what happens to the human body when 

we no longer feel the effects of gravity, at least not in the same way we do on Earth? 

What happens in space?”
- From To Burp or Not to Burp

https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/david-saint-jacques-astronaut-profile-cana%20da-nasa-iss-1.4593897
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SCRATCH BASICS Getting Started

Introduction to the Scratch Environment

Introduce the following basic elements of the Scratch screen:

• Changing the language (if required) 

 

• The 3 S’s of Scratch: 

-Stage: where things happen 

-Sprite: the characters that are part of the program 

-Script: where the code is written 

• Duplicate and delete icons

DO point on the screen (or use the mouse) to show the various sections.

AVOID showing everything at once. As the session progresses, introduce new things 

one at a time.
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Exploring the Scratch Environment

Demonstrate how to use basic blocks and manipulate them in order to see the 

effects on the screen:

• Use blocks from the Motion, Events, and Control categories to make the sprite 

move.

• Create a RESET sequence to bring the sprite back to its starting position. 

 

 

 

• Make the sprite say something with a “talk bubble”. 

 

 

 

Have the participants practice for a few minutes.

> continued
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• Give the new project a title

• Delete the Scratch Cat

• Choose a background from the Scratch library 

Theme: Space

STARTING THE PROJECT

Choose a sprite from the Scratch library:

• Select New Sprite

• Select Type: Vector - sprites of this type are easier to edit and will look 

much nicer

• Choose a sprite that has place to show the stomach

CHOOSE A CHARACTER Then “Show” Its Stomach
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Make the sprite bigger:

• Select the Costumes tab

• Change the size of the sprite in the paint editor using the grow             tool at the 

top of the screen

• You will see the effects of changing the size on the stage 

Note: if you change the sprite’s size outside the paint editor, the character may 

appear fuzzy

Draw in the stomach:

• Still in the Costumes tab, select a colour for the stomach

• Use the circle         in the right toolbar to create the stomach

• Position the sprite using                    and 

Remind everyone: SAVE your project!

> continued
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• Choose a food sprite (e.g. apple) 

 

 

 

• Resize it so it fits in the stomach area

• With the mouse, move the sprite along the path it will follow as it “floats” in 

the stomach

• Make it move using

• Change the number of seconds for each glide block for a more realistic effect

Remind everyone: SAVE your project! 

ADD A FOOD ITEM And Make It “Float” In The Stomach
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• Choose the ball sprite and keep only one colour in the Costumes tab. Delete 

the rest of the colours. This will be our air bubble.  

 

 

 

 

• Make it move in the stomach area: 

Repeat the procedure from the food sprite, but make the bubble follow a 

different path.

Remind everyone: SAVE your project!

ADD A BUBBLE

BREAK

And Make It “Float” In The Stomach

2 hours is a long time, especially for the 7-8 year olds. Encourage them to get up, step 

away from the computer, get a snack, drink some water, etc.

Use an unplugged activity if you feel it will be helpful.
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• Duplicate the air bubble (the ball sprite).

• In the Costumes tab, add the food sprite you chose as a second costume. Then 

resize it until both costumes are about the same size.

 

• Use                    to position the sprite inside the stomach and         

to make it come out into space.

Making either the bubble or the food appear:

• We loop through the costumes continuously to create a random selection.

WHAT WILL BE BURPED UP Food or Air?
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• Then, when the spacebar is pressed we simply stop the loop and show the 

costume we stopped on. 

 

 

 

 

 

Remind everyone: SAVE your project!

 

Add the “BURP”

Sound: Use one of the sounds from Scratch library or record your own.

Looks: Add a speech bubble with “BURP!”

> continued
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Add a RESET key:

(not included in the step-by-step video)

 

To continue playing around: 

In the sprite that is “burped”, duplicate all the code under 

and use                        instead of the green flag.

Options for upgrading the project:

• Add more food items

• Add movement: make whatever is “burped” float around in space

• Add stars that glow, twinkle, and move in the background

• When “burping”, hide the items inside the stomach and show only what’s been 

ejected into space

• Explore the effect blocks in Looks. Colour and ghost are a lot of fun!

• Include more sound effects

• For more advanced users: use the “random” block to choose what comes out.

> continued
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Remind everyone: SAVE your project!

Ask everyone if they had fun.

Sharing creations:

During the last 10-15 minutes of the session, invite the children to share their 

project with their peers (only for those who are interested). The simplest way is to 

walk around the different computers as a group.

Big round of applause to end the session and acknowledge what they 

have accomplished.

• Leave the code you have built up on the screen as a reference. Make the blocks 

larger by using      at the bottom right of the Scripts section. 

• Frequently remind the participants to save their work, at least at the start of 

every new section. The auto-save feature in Scratch sometimes does not work 

as expected.

WRAP-UP

ADDITIONAL NOTES


